Nearly every wavelength from dc to x-rays significantly benefits today's society with a notable exception: the THz or sub-millimeter band. Applications in this range are widespread, penetrating fields ranging from national security to medicine, but remain largely under-utilized due to the difficulty of creating, manipulating, and detecting this type of radiation. Our research focus is THz source development using superconductive Josephson junctions to potentially address the lack of compact, efficient, and tunable source of continuous THz radiation. We review relevant applications for such a source and report an optimized design of a miniature THz emitter using single crystal intrinsic Josephson junctions.
INTRODUCTION
In 2004, the NSF and DOE jointly identified THz science as a frontier research area with widespread applications, penetrating entire fields ranging from national security to medicine [1] [2] [3] . These remain largely unrealized due to the inherent difficulty of directly creating, manipulating, and detecting this type of radiation. Recent experimental [4] [5] [6] and theoretical studies [7] [8] [9] [10] have shown that intrinsic Josephson iunctions (IJJs), micron-scale structures made of high temperature superconductors, can be made to directly generate and strongly interact with THz signals. As solid-state devices, they offer distinct advantages over other technologies: compactness, high-efficiency, wavelength tunability, narrow-band emission, scalability to high power (as sources), and low power consumption [11, 12] . Furthermore, their development could advance the field of THz science by providing additional functions such as THz amplifiers, mixers, (de-)modulators, detectors, and filters [4, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Josephson Junction
A Josephson junction is essentially two superconductors separated by a thin insulating layer; a DC voltage applied across the junction causes it to oscillate and emit coherent electromagnetic radiation, with frequency proportional to voltage ( 2 / dc eV ) up to a limit set by the superconducting energy gap [19] . The interaction of a single junction with electromagnetic radiation is far too weak to be useful. However, large numbers (~50k) of identical junctions can be made to coherently oscillate resulting in dramatically enhanced emission or interaction, which we show is crucial toward realizing useful devices [9, 14] . A primary goal in THz science is a practical THz source, the quest for which has spawned an international R&D effort with widely varying technical approaches [20] . The ideal source would be continuous wave (CW), with narrow-band emission that is frequency tunable, and scalable to high power (>1W). The manner in which our source design attempts to address these needs is outlined in detail in later sections of this paper.
Overview of THz Applications
The so-called "THz gap" refers to the portion of the electromagnetic spectrum from approximately 0.5 to 10 THz in which there are essentially no practical sources of radiation [20] . This same spectral region, because of its unique propagation characteristics and interaction with matter (discussed below), corresponds to some of the most exciting applications to date for national security [1, 3, 20, 21] . The well established emission techniques for the neighboring microwave and optical regions of the spectrum have proven ineffective for the THz band.
The frequency of alternating currents in semiconductors is limited from above by finite electron velocities, while that of conventional lasers is limited from below by non-zero thermal energies which prevent the small electronic transition required for lasing at THz wavelengths. In contrast, the Josephson junction interaction is particularly suited to operate in the THz band, as it naturally converts a dc voltage (1 mV corresponds to 0.483 THz) into millimeter wave oscillations via the Josephson effect [19] .
The physics of THz has captured wide interest because it combines the penetrating propagation capability (through fog, dust, select materials) usually associated with microwaves [20] and diffraction limited imaging resolution and spectroscopy capabilities typically associated with optical systems [22] . In broadest terms, THz is seen as a bridge between rf and optical technologies. Unlike x-rays, THz is non-ionizing (safe for continuous interrogation of biological tissue) but still retains the ability to penetrate and image tissue or other materials, such as clothes or packaging, to reveal structure and composition. The strongest absorption signatures for bio-agents, explosives, and their precursors are centered in the THz band, corresponding to rotational degrees of freedom and collective molecular motion such as bending and torsional modes [22] . Together, these absorptions provide the spectral features required to robustly identify many high interest compounds [20] . For a system of molecules in thermal equilibrium, the coupling strength or peak absorption coefficient between energy levels m and n is given by:
, where N is the number of molecules per unit volume, F m is the number of molecules in the ground state, 0 v is the transition frequency and m n is the dipole matrix element [23] . Depending upon sample preparation, the linewidth v can be quite narrow (~1 MHz) enabling high detection specificity even with small samples (<10 -18 moles) [22] . Explosives detection is among the top potential applications and a number of spectra have been published using single-shot time domain spectroscopy THz systems [1, 24] . For example, the absorption signature for RDX, a major constituent of C4, is shown in Figure 1 , and others have published the spectra of HMX, PETN, TNT, and other materials [3, 21, 24, 25] .
A well known problem among THz-based remote sensing schemes is the effect of atmospheric attenuation and line broadening over appreciable propagation distances [3] . One solution provides a striking example of how existing technologies can be combined with emerging THz techniques to great effect: for long (~1km) standoff distances, a conventional pulsed CO 2 laser can be used to "pump" or modulate the atmosphere. By introducing a known time delay between the laser pump and THz probe signal and knowing the time scale of the pulse sequence, one can augment the typical 1-D THz specificity matrix (which would be sufficient for up-close absorption spectroscopy) to a 3-D matrix that greatly enhances specificity at long distances [26] .
A recent report [27] from the Army Research Office on military applications suggests a "THz + X" strategy, where X refers to an existing technology which is coupled to THz in a specific way, based on mission needs: 1.) explosives detection, 2.) chemical detection, and biological detection. For example, existing laser sources may be used to excite a known resonance that can be accurately probed with THz spectroscopy. Or for certain chemicals, pulsed laser modulation can decompose or vaporize airborne particles into by-products with larger THz cross sections for higher detection sensitivity. In some applications, it may be possible to introduce a reagent or catalyst in the field (i.e., cloud plume) that is known to react with chemical agents, releasing products which themselves have distinct THz spectra [27] . For molecules with either very broad spectral linewidths or sparse features, dielectric beads can be tuned in size and coated with reagents to have distinct absorptions when a given chemical agent reacts and adheres to the surface. If detectors could be miniaturized and directly deployed in the field, they could be remotely controlled and monitored, greatly enhance sensitivity because the issue of THz atmospheric propagation is minimized. More than a dozen similar scenarios are proposed where mature technologies, when coupled with THz, can be harnessed in versatile ways to solve remote sensing needs. In each case, however, a source and compatible components (ideally miniaturized) would be required to build practical systems.
Very high bandwidth, localized communication networks are also an attractive tactical application of a THz source, due to the beam-like (line of sight) propagation of THz waves and their limited propagation in atmosphere (reducing intercept probability) [28] . In space applications, line of sight propagation is desired and could enable extremely high data rates for next generation satellite networks.
APPROACH

Conventional Approach to THz
Vacuum electronic devices, such as backward wave oscillators (BWOs), provide milliwatts of tunable power at high efficiency, but are not practical for portable applications due to their large size (and their need for a high-voltage supply and an external magnetic field). Despite their potential for high power, the same is true of all devices based on modulation of a high energy electron beam: their essential component is a large electron beam accelerator which cannot be made portable or lightweight with today's accelerator technologies. Quantum cascade lasers (QCL) have recently emerged as a new THz source, but these require complicated fabrication of quantum wells, lack tunability, and suffer from high power consumption, short lifetime (several hundred hours), and low efficiency. Harmonic THz generation using microwave sources is a commercially available technology, but again limited tunability and low efficiency remains a problem because of the losses associated with harmonic up-conversion. Finally, parametric generation is a common optical-based method of launching THz signals: two laser beams with slightly different wavelengths beat together in a nonlinear medium such as MgO:LiNbO 3 . The beat wave can be outcoupled using a silicon prisim, but power is limited (μWs) and the system cannot be made portable or robust [20] . In light of these limitations, IJJs are a compelling alternative because our studies show that a technological pathway exists to significantly improve upon the deficiencies listed above.
Artificial Josephson Junctions
Investigation of Josephson Junctions as high frequency rf sources began as early as 1994, with the fabrication of an array that successfully functioned in the super-radiation regime at GHz frequencies [29] . The total output power was 10μW and was delivered to a load instead of emitted into free space and detected as radiation. Most rf emission demonstrations have used artificial Josephson Junctions (AJJs) [4, [30] [31] [32] , as opposed to the intrinsic type we are proposing. The small superconducting energy gap associated with most AJJ materials limits the upper operating frequency to a few tens of GHz and the large junction dimensions require that they be spaced far (integral wavelengths) apart. Such an arrangement not only requires tedious fabrication but limits the strength of the interaction because only a small number (~100) could ever be made to synchronize. Another problem associated with AJJs is that the insulating layer is comprised of a thick, artificially grown amorphous material. When attempting to grow more than one junction (for the purpose of enhancing the THz interaction), their crystalline properties vary dramatically and unpredictably, due to random nature of crystal growth near an amorphous material [7] . This in turn causes a variation in the individual voltage drops across each structure, preventing synchronization due to a distribution in respective oscillation frequencies.
Intrinsic Josephson Junctions
Our approach advances the state-of-the-art by taking advantage of the intrinsic junction that forms between adjacent layers of certain superconducting materials due to their specific crystal structure [9] . This scheme allows many such junctions, up to 50,000, to fit into the space of one THz radiation wavelength, and the junctions are geometrically identical because the crystal structure of each layer is dictated by the atomic dimensions of the one beneath it. The intrinsic junction arrangement is crucial because it dramatically enhances the THz interaction over a large spectrum from 82CC \DC rl4!CE 0.3 to > 1 THz, enabling a technology path toward practical devices. We have selected the material Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8 (BSCCO) as the host crystal because it has a sufficiently large energy gap (60 meV) to enable true THz interaction and because we have proven experience in its fabrication [33] . Since these structures are small with a moderate heat load, they can be routinely cooled to below the critical temperature of 90K using compact, lightweight (<250g) commercial cryocooler modules. We note that this small cryo-cooler would be the largest component of an integrated system. The boundary conditions for the oscillation depend upon the fields outside the stack, which in turn depend upon geometry of the stack and its plate-like leads. We considered the simplest geometry possible, with the only assumptions being 1.) the width of the stack is much longer than a radiation wavelength, i.e., 1 w k , and 2.) the stack is bounded with low-loss metallic contacts (shown in Figure 2 ) with the same lateral sizes ( , , which greatly enhances radiation by eliminating destructive interference. Because heat dissipation increases linearly with x L , while output power remains constant, we have chosen a plate-like geometry (i.e., thin in the x-direction) to maximize efficiency. Radiation power and Joule heating were then calculated and dimensions were chosen such that the former is maximized, while the latter is minimized. For a single junction, the quasi-particle dissipation and fluctuations of the Cooper pairs results in a very narrow line width, better than 10 -5 , in a good agreement with experiment. For the IJJ architecture shown below, we anticipate that line width of radiation will drop inversely proportional to the number of participating junctions such that for N > 10,000, f 10 -9 . To demonstrate THz emission, we will first compare the IV characteristics of a sample known to be weakly radiating (for example, without radiation screens) with one that strongly radiates. The influence of radiation on the descending branch of the IV curve should be readily apparent. For the geometry depicted in Figure 2 , radiation power is given by: 
DEVICE DESIGN
RESULTS
A key conclusion of the modeling effort based on the above design is that for the dense junction packing achieved in BSCCO crystals, the localized electromagnetic field (due to Josephson supercurrents) is effective in causing individual junctions to self-synchronize and emit coherently. The process is identical to stimulated emission in a laser, where individual atomic transitions synchronize to form a common quantum coherent state and radiation field [6] . The fact that IJJ radiated power is proportional to the number of active junctions squared 2 ( ) N is a consequence and confirmation of self-synchronization, as it is a signature of coherence among a system of N harmonic oscillators [30] . This interaction is achieved only when the junctions are forced from a superconducting state to a resistive state, such that a voltage drop appears across each junction causing the phase of the tunneling current to oscillate with frequency 2 / [34] . For a high purity crystal, the individual junctions are identical and because they are electrically in series with one another, the same voltage drop occurs across each (except perhaps for the outermost layers), establishing among them a uniform oscillation frequency. We predict, as shown in Figure 3 , a clear difference in IV curves for a sample that is radiating power versus one that is not. Thus, the routine procedure of obtaining an IV curve can directly provide a method for characterizing radiation power. Another crucial conclusion is that the coherent state is preserved not just for a local band of frequencies (as would be the case if a resonant cavity field were responsible for self-synchronization) but for a large span of frequencies, depending upon bias current, extending from approximately 0.5 to at > 1 THz. The analogous situation in a solid-state laser would be the ability to tune the band-gap of the lasing material itself (an intrinsic material property), resulting in a corresponding change in output frequency. This enabling feature makes the IJJ source truly unique because its narrowband ( f/f=1e-9) signal can be widely and rapidly tuned across the THz region.
CONCLUSIONS
We have completed a modeling and design study resulting in specific device geometry with realistic fabrication steps. We have motivated the application of such a THz source and shown that methods exist to initiate, sustain, and measure the radiation process. Furthermore, the emission process is robust to material defects, such that up to ~10% of junctions can be defective without a noticeable effect on emission. Efforts are underway to transition the IJJ design to single crystal BSCCO and initial tests have demonstrated that the dimensions of the active areas of the design are achievable without apparent crystal damage. It is important to note that even with an optimized design many (some unknown) challenges exist for successful demonstration of THz emission using this tunable source approach. BSCCO films with high purity have been grown at Los Alamos and elsewhere in the past, but with the c-axis perpendicular to the substrate plane. The c-axis of the crystal is perpendicular to the cuprate oxide planes and in order to effectively out-couple radiation and efficiently sink heat from the device, we require that the c-axis be grown parallel to the substrate. These and other fabrication challenges are beyond the scope of a modeling and design study but did inform the design process, resulting in a device whose structure and dimensions can be realistically achieved using focused ion beam milling, ion etching, and other readily available micro-fabrication techniques.
